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Abstract
3D NAND flash memories promise unprecedented flash
storage capacities, which can be extremely important in
certain application domains where both storage capacity and performance are first-class target metrics. However a block of 3D NAND flash contains many more
pages than its 2D counterpart. This increased number of
pages-per-block has numerous ramifications such as the
longer erase latency, higher garbage collection costs, and
increased write amplification factors, which can collectively prevent the 3D NAND flash products from becoming the mainstream in high-performance storage domain.
In this paper, we introduce PEN, an architecture-level
mechanism that enables partial-erase of flash blocks. Using our proposed partial-erase support, we also discuss
how one can build a custom garbage collector for two
types of flash translation layers (FTLs), namely, blocklevel FTL and hybrid FTL. Our experimental evaluations
of PEN with a set of diverse real storage workloads indicate that the proposed approach can shorten the write
latency by 44.3% and 47.9% for block-level FTL and hybrid FTL, respectively.

1

Introduction

NAND flash based solid state disks (SSDs) have become
one of the dominant storage components in different
computing domains, ranging from embedded systems to
general purpose workstations to high-performance datacenters [6, 13, 22, 57]. High-performance computing
employs SSDs in various ways such as an SSD cache
[41, 55] or a bursty buffer [39], to mitigate the performance bottlenecks imposed by the conventional hard
disk drives (HDDs).
While SSDs can significantly improve the overall system performance, there is also an emerging trend that
pushes SSDs toward an entirely different direction [20,
31, 51]. Specifically, major flash vendors amplify storage capacity by transitioning from 2D NAND flash to
3D NAND flash. The 3D NAND flash technology layers flash cells vertically, which can increase the size of
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the individual flash dies. For example, Samsung stacks
100 layers of charge trap flash (CTF) cells, and as a result can achieve 1 Terabit density flash dies without any
modification to the existing flash interface [10].
Layering multiple CTF cells increases the number of
pages in a physical block, rather than the number of
blocks within a die, which makes the internal microarchitecture of 3D NAND different compared to the 2D
planar flash. Consider the vertical architecture of a particular 3D NAND flash [20], VNAND. VNAND increases
the die density by stacking more layers, but in this architecture, CTF cells across the different layers share a same
set of pillars (channel), thereby increasing the number of
pages per block. Furthermore, as all the block-related
control circuits of VNAND reside on the block decoder
of the top layer due to staircase-like control gate [20],
this decoder area controls the signals to all CTF cells of
the underlying layers. Consequently, as one stacks more
layers, the amount of such block-related control circuits
for each block increases. However, the area from where
one can control all layers is limited, which in turn reduces the number of blocks but increases the number of
pages per block. Owing to this, a block of VNAND contains at least 3 times more pages per block compared to
the 2D flash.
Unfortunately, the new structure of VNAND can exacerbate the overheads incurred due to garbage collection (GC), which is one of the well-known performance
bottlenecks in modern SSDs. Specifically, the peripheral
circuits and the micro-architecture of VNAND’s [19, 26]
large-granularity erase makes the latency characteristics
of 3D NAND worse compared to 2D flash. In addition,
the large number of pages per block can potentially accommodate more valid data that a flash firmware needs
to migrate for each GC. The longer erase time and relatively more valid pages to migrate (i.e., a series of reads
and writes) can have a significant performance impact
on GC operations and may in turn render 3D flash difficult to directly replace 2D flash in many designs of highperformance SSD.
In this work, we propose PEN, a novel strategy to enable Partial Erase for 3D NAND flash technology. PEN
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2
2.1

Background
NAND Flash Organization

NAND flash memory consists of several blocks constituting a plane, as shown in Figure 1. Each block is made
up of a number of pages. Page is a unit of read and
write, and its size varies from 2KB to 32KB [1]. A traditional 2D NAND flash typically consists of 128 to 192
such pages per block. The number of pages per block
increases [10] in a 3D NAND flash, and it can be as high
as 576 [29].
Figure 1 shows a vertical-channel 3D NAND flash implemented by Samsung [20]. NAND flash cells connected in series form a pillar (channel) with top and bottom select transistors represented by UpperST and LowerST, respectively. Cells in the same horizontal axis form
a page, represented by P-0, P-1, etc. The upper select
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alleviates the GC overheads by introducing a finer erase
unit in 3D NAND, which can reduce number of valid
pages copied during a GC, thereby reducing the GC latency. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that investigates partial-erase for 3D NAND, starting from the circuit level and evaluating its architectural
ramifications from both the performance and reliability
angles. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We present a comprehensive architectural support,
“partial-erase operation” that addresses the potential performance degradation imposed by 3D NAND flash. The
proposed low-level operation can selectively reset multiple pages instead of erasing a bulk block by modifying
the 3D NAND peripheral circuits, page decoders, and
command logics, with minimum area overhead.
• While our partial-erase operation can be leveraged to
alleviate performance degradation, the number of pages
per reset should be determined at the design time. However, it is a non-trivial task to statically decide the operation granularity of such partial-erase operation. This
inflexibility in turn can lead to a large mapping table size
or introduce more valid page migrations. We propose
a novel GC algorithm, called “M-Merge” that keeps the
original mapping table size when the partial-erase operation is employed. In addition, M-Merge can adaptively
decide the optimal partial-erase granularity by considering program-disturbance issues at a run-time.
• We demonstrate that the performance degradation in
3D NAND flash stems from the increased number of
valid pages copied during a GC operation. The evaluation studies using a set of 12 real storage workloads reveal that our PEN mechanism (putting partial-erase operation and M-Merge together) can significantly reduce
the valid page copies during a GC operation, thereby improving the overall system performance.
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Figure 1: Vertical-channel NAND flash circuit.
gates (USG) and the control gates (CG) are used in accessing a page corresponding to an I/O request. USG is
used to select the corresponding slice and the CG is used
to select the corresponding page in a slice.
The basic operations in a NAND flash chip are read,
write, and erase [46]. The erase operation resets the
data to value ”1” in a page. It is performed at a blockgranularity; the data in all the pages in a block are reset
per erase operation. In a NAND flash device, the number of erase cycles is limited. Typically, an erase operation is implemented in two phases: (1) data-erase and (2)
erase-verify. During the data-erase phase, the data in all
the pages in a victim block are reset, and the erase-verify
phase checks if all the pages have been successfully reset
or not. The entire erase operation is iteratively repeated
until the data in all the pages are successfully reset.
The data-erase circuit implementation of an erase operation is vendor-specific. There are two popular implementations: (a) bulk data-erase (implemented in Samsung SSDs) [20] and (b) gate-induced drain leak (GIDL)
(implemented in Toshiba and Macronix SSDs) [27, 31,
51] data-erase. Bulk data-erase operation imposes a high
voltage (typically 20V) to the shared substrate (containing multiple blocks), while the CGs for the block being
erased are set to 0V. Hence, all the pages in a block are
erased per erase operation unlike the GIDL implementation. In GIDL, the data-erase operation is implemented
at a pillar granularity, and all the pillars in the same block
are erased simultaneously. More specifically, it is implemented by imposing high voltage to USGs, LSG and bitlines, while the voltage of CGs is set to different values
based on the strength of GIDL. The erase-verify implementation is achieved by imposing CGs with 0V, while
SGs are imposed with bypass voltage. An unsuccessfully
erased page is identified by measuring the current passing through the channels when bitline voltage changes
from 0V to floating.

2.2

Flash Translation Layer (FTL)

The NAND flash vendors implement a Flash Translation
Layer (FTL) [3, 15, 18, 21, 38, 40] to keep track of the
physical location of a page in flash chips. FTL imple-
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Figure 2: NFTL GC (Merge) overview.
ments two major functionalities, namely, address mapping and garbage collection.
2.2.1

Address Mapping

FTL maintains a data structure called mapping table. It
maps a given logical page/block address to the physical
location. Each read/write I/O request has to be translated
by FTL to route the request to a corresponding physical
page. When a logical page is updated, the old physical
page is marked as “invalid,” since SSDs do not support
in-place update. The number of invalid pages in chip
increases as the write requests are processed. Address
mapping can be broadly classified into three categories
based on the granularity at which the mappings are managed viz., (a) page-level, (b) block-level, and (c) hybrid
mapping.
Page-level Mapping: This address mapping implementation needs a huge mapping table to manage translations at a page granularity. Note that a 1TB SSD requires
at least 1GB mapping table. While SSD capacity doubles
as the number of stacked NAND layers increases, such a
huge mapping table becomes a major issue for SSD design (in terms of both price and power consumption).
Block-level Mapping: Block-level mappings only
store the mapping information per block, and therefore,
the size of mapping table is smaller than other mappings.
A well-known block-level implementation is NFTL
[3]. In NFTL, the mapping information of a block consists of a Data block (D-block) and Update block (Ublock). A D- and U-block together are referred to as
a block-pair. D-block represents the actual data block
where a page is originally mapped to, while U-block represents the block to which the updated pages from Dblock are written to, leaving the corresponding paired Dblock page invalid. Typically, the number of U-blocks is
much smaller than the number of D-blocks; so, multiple
D-blocks compete for a U-block.
A new write of NFTL is performed on the mapped
page in the D-block, while an updated write to the same
address is logged in the paired U-block. As a result,
a read to an address may have to search (read) pages
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from the U-block sequentially to retrieve the latest copy.
Hence, the read and write performance can be slower in
NFTL compared to that of the page-level mapping.
Hybrid Mapping: The hybrid mapping combines the
best of the two previous mappings by (a) adopting the
block-level mapping to reduce the mapping table size,
and (b) utilizing partial (or small) amount of the pagelevel mapping table to accelerate the performance. Various such proposals include Superblock [21], FAST [40],
DFTL [15], and LAST [38]. In this work, we only focus
on the Superblock FTL implementation.1
2.2.2

Garbage Collection (GC)

GC is triggered by the write requests or the controller
firmware to clear the invalid pages left in the flash chips,
so that SSDs have enough free pages for the future
writes. GC typically contains four steps: (1) selecting
victim blocks, (2) reading valid pages from the victim
blocks, (3) writing the valid pages into the reserved free
blocks, and (4) erasing the victim blocks. Typically, steps
(1) and (4) are executed only once, while steps (2) and (3)
are executed repeatedly until no valid page is left in the
victim blocks. Since GC changes the FTL address mapping, different FTLs implement their GC algorithms.
Figure 2 illustrates the GC in NFTL, which is mainly
achieved by Merge operation. Merge copies all valid
pages contained in victim block pair to a reserved free
block, after which the victim block pair is erased. There
are two scenarios when a GC will be triggered: (a) fullyutilized U-block and (b) unpaired D-block. In scenario
(a), the paired U-block has no free page, and therefore,
GC needs to be triggered to clear the invalid pages in this
block pair. In scenario (b), the D-block corresponding to
a write request does not have a U-block paired with it; as
a result, GC is triggered on another block pair to reclaim
a free U-block. We assume that the victim block pair for
step (1) has already been selected. The second step involves reading the valid page from the victim block pair.
In the third step, the page read in the second step is writ1 Our

proposal works equally well for other hybrid FTL implementations as well.
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ten into the free block and the read page is invalidated in
the victim block. These steps, (2) and (3), are repeated
for all the valid pages in the victim blocks, as depicted
in the figure. Once all the valid pages are copied, in step
(4), all the pages in the block are erased using an erase
operation, also shown in the figure. Finally, the FTL address mapping is updated to reflect the new D-block.
As depicted in Figure 2, the on-demand read/write
I/O requests cannot be served by the SSD chips during
the GC and are stalled in the per-channel DRAM queue
[4, 32–36, 43, 48, 52, 56] in the SSD controller. As a
result, the GC can negatively affect the application performance [23–25]

2.3

Effect of Block Size

2.3.1

Effect of Block Size on Performance

With the increase in density for the 3D NAND flash, the
number of valid pages per block increases. As a result,
the number of pages to be copied from the victim block
to the free block during a GC also increases. Consequently, the GC duration increases, in turn increasing
the access latency for the read and write I/O requests,
thereby degrading the overall performance significantly.
This issue is widely referred to as the “Big Block” problem [54].
We performed experiments to quantitatively demonstrate the relationship between GC and the number of
pages per block in the case of NFTL (block-level FTL)2 .
All the configurations tested have the same SSD capacity
to prevent the capacity from affecting the GC triggered
frequency. To keep the same capacity, we ensure that
a plane has the same number of pages, but the number
of pages per block are varied across different configurations. Here are the four evaluated configurations (blocks
per plane, pages per block): (a) (15104, 72), (b) (7552,
144), (c) (3776, 288), and (d) (1888, 576). The rest of
parameters can be found in Table 1. All four configurations are evaluated on the SSDSim [17] simulator using
12 write-dominant workloads shown in Table 2.
2 We
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observed that Superblock FTL has a similar trend.
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Figure 3: Write latency breakdown for different block sizes in the case of NFTL.
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Figure 4: Effect of block sizes on the number of GC invocations in the case of NFTL.
Figures 3a and 3b show the breakdown of average
write access latencies (in milliseconds) for the different
block sizes. As can be observed, as the number of pages
per block increases, the latency increase and becomes
maximum for a block with 576 pages. The access latency incurred by a write request includes (1) the time
spent in performing the actual write to the pages, and (2)
the time spent in waiting in the I/O request queue if this
write triggers a GC. The GC time which effects the wait
time of a write I/O request can further be broken down
into (a) GC spare-area read, (b) GC Read, (c) GC Write,
and (d) GC Erase, as shown in Figures 3a and 3b. The
GC spare-area read time accounts for the time spent in
reading the page status to identify the valid pages. The
GC read/write time accounts for copying the identified
valid pages from the victim blocks to a free block, while
the GC erase time accounts for the time spent in performing the erase of the victim blocks.
Figures 3a and 3b plot the write access latency breakdown for the high and low write-intensive workloads,
respectively. In Figure 3a, as the number of pages per
block increases, the time spent in copying the valid pages
(which includes GC read/write) increases from 58% for a
block with 72 pages to 79% for a block with 576 pages.
This result indicates that reducing the number of valid
pages to be copied is crucial under the high-intensive
workloads. In figure 3b, the time spent in copying the
valid pages remains the same, but the time spent in reading the spare-area increases due to the inherent design of
NFTL.
Figure 4 shows the number of GC invocations for different block sizes for all workloads. In general, the number of GC invocations are halved as the number of pages
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Figure 5: Effect of block sizes on writes amplification in
the case of NFTL.
per block doubles; so, the time spent in erasing the blocks
decreases. However, in the high write-intensive workloads, such as prn 1 and proj 1, the number of GCs increases as the number of pages per block doubles. This is
because the configuration with a fewer number of blocks
(larger block) has fewer competing blocks, thereby resulting in higher number of GCs.
2.3.2

Impact of Block Size on Lifetime

Write amplification factor is the ratio of the amount of
data which the host writes and the amount of writes that
actually occurs on the flash media (including the GC
writes) [16].
Figure 5 shows the write amplification varying block
sizes for high write-intensive workloads. Write amplification for the high write-intensive workloads increases,
on average, from 2.1 for a block with 72 pages to 5.1 for
a block with 576 pages. This is because, as the number
of pages per block increases, the corresponding number
of valid pages per block also increases. Since the erase
operation during a GC is at a block-level, all the valid
pages from the victim block need to be copied to a free
block, thereby increasing the write-amplification. Such
increased write-amplification may shorten the lifetime
of SSDs. We also observed that Superblock FTL [21]
has a similar trend. However, page-level FTLs do not
suffer from the increased write-amplification because of
smart page allocation and victim block selection algorithms [2, 12, 16, 42, 44, 45].

3

Overview of Partial-Erase Operation

Due to the large number of pages in a block, 3D NANDbased flash storage can be subjected to excessive valid
page copy overhead. To reduce the number of valid page
copies in 3D NAND, we propose a partial-erase operation for 3D NAND flash (PEN). Unlike the block-level
erase operation, our proposed partial-erase operation performs erase at a ”partial block” (PB) granularity. Since
our proposal enables partial-erase, the amount of valid
pages that need to be copied during a GC is reduced significantly, eventually improving the write latency and the
overall I/O throughput. Also, since the number of pages
copied during a GC reduces, the overall number of writes
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induced by GCs is also reduced, and this in turn results
in lower write-amplification and increased lifetime.
Our proposal consists of both hardware and software
changes. On the hardware side, our hardware modifications for the partial-erase operation support both the partial data-erase phase and the partial erase-verify phase.
The implementation of the partial data-erase phase includes inhibiting the erase of pages other than the pages
in a PB of a block. Similarly, the implementation of partial erase-verify phase includes only verifying the pages
in PB to decide if the partial-erase operation needs to
continue erasing the non-erased pages in PB or not.
The partial-erase operation may incur additional program disturbances to the neighboring pages, causing the
neighboring cells’ data to be modified. To solve the
disturbance, we provide a software-based modification,
since the hardware-based solutions [11, 14] typically reduce the 3D NAND array density, which may trigger
further GCs. Another reason is that the hardware-based
solutions can only mitigate the disturbance, so the data
in the boundary pages may still be corrupted with more
partial-erase operations. Therefore, a software solution
is more preferable.
576 valid pages
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72
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36

Partial-Erase
Block-Erase
Free page
Valid page
Invalid page

72 valid pages

144
36

72
72

360
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36
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Figure 6: (a) depicts the baseline without partial-erase
support necessitating 576 valid pages to be copied from
the victim blocks to the new block. (b) depicts our
partial-erase support which only necessitates 72 valid
pages to be copied.
On the software side, we propose a modified merge
(M-Merge) algorithm in GC that utilizes our partial-erase
operation to reduce the number of valid pages copied
from the victim blocks. One major contribution of our
M-Merge algorithm is that, the valid pages in victim
blocks are “consolidated” into fewer blocks, unlike in the
baseline GC algorithm where all valid pages are copied
to free blocks. Therefore, in our proposed algorithm, we
copy very few pages during GC. Another contribution
is that the proposed M-merge algorithm is aware of the
possible disturbance by the partial-erase, so the data in
non-erased pages will not be corrupted by disturbances.
Figure 6 shows the difference between the baseline GC
and M-Merge based GC. In this example, our M-Merge
only copies 72 valid pages during a GC; in comparison,
the baseline GC copies a total of 576 valid pages.
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Peripheral Circuit Modifications

The peripheral circuit modifications for our proposed
partial data-erase and partial erase-verify phases are covered in this subsection. In the baseline erase implementations of VNAND (bulk-erase) circuits, the eraseinhibition technique is used to restrict the erase operation
to the victim block. That is, only the CGs of the victim
block are set to 0V, and the rest of the blocks are floating.3 Therefore, only the cells in the victim block are
under high negative voltage difference, which resets all
the cells in the victim block. In contrast, in the data-erase
phase of the partial-erase operation, the erase-inhibition
is achieved at a partial-block (PB) granularity, as shown
in Figure 7a. In other words, only CG1 of PBs are set
to 0V, instead of the entire block as in the baseline bulkerase implementation. Figure 7a shows the implementation of the partial data-erase for a PB with 4 pages in the
3D NAND flash. In this example, only pages P4-P7 are
erased, while the other pages retain their earlier contents
as their corresponding CGs are set to floating.
The partial erase-verify phase verifies if all the pages
in the PB are erased successfully during the data-erase
phase or not. A modified read operation can be used as
partial erase-verify. Instead of selecting the page by only
one USG and one CG for read operation, multiple USGs
and CGs are used to select all pages in a PB to realize
the partial erase-verify phase. Then, the current on the
bitlines can be measured to figure out the PB cells’ erasing status. Figure 7b shows the implementation details
of proposed partial erase-verify phase. The partial eraseverify phase is performed on the second 4 pages (P4-P7).
The CG1 is set to 0V, so that the content in cells of second 4 pages will reflect to the current on bitlines. The
GIDL-based erase can be modified similarly.
The hardware modification for our partial-erase operation mainly adds an extra circuit for the control logic
in the page decoder (PD), as illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Partial-Erase circuit overview.
The required area for the control logic is at most the
same as the original control logic area. The reason
is that the proposed circuit has fewer cases to handle
than the original one. The area overhead of the proposed enhancements can be calculated as follows: The
peripheral circuits in 3D NAND flash chip are around
6 ∼ 9%[19, 26, 29, 53], and the PD occupies about 4%
of the peripheral circuits[47]. In the PD, only 17% of the
area is devoted to the control logic[47]. Therefore, our
hardware overhead is at most 0.07% of the whole area,
which is negligible in a 3D NAND flash chip.

4.2

Boundary Program Disturbance

The additional program disturbance to the neighboring
pages [5, 58] comes from later write (program) operation
after the partial-erase. In Figure 7a, pages P0-P3 and P8P11 represent the neighboring pages that are disturbed
by the program operations after the partial-erase operation. Such 3D NAND program disturbance is known to
be small compared to the 2D counterpart, owing to the
3D CTF cell itself [19]; so, the boundary pages can tolerate more extra program disturbance in 3D NAND compared to 2D. However, the data in those pages can still be
corrupted if the same partial-block is repeatedly erased.

4.3

Indexing the Partial Blocks

We augment the original block-level erase operation
command format shown in Figure 9 with partial-block
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1 byte
24 bits
Command Start
Address Address Address
Block-Erase (baseline) Ignored
Block Index
Partial-Erase
PB Index
Block Index

1 byte
End

Figure 9: Partial-Erase command format.
index bits. These additional bits, which represent the PB
index along with the already-existing block index bits,
enable our proposed partial-erase operation.
To minimize the control circuitry and utilize the existing command convention and format used by the NAND
flash, we restrict each PB to contain ρ number of pages,
which can be expressed as:
ρ=

number of pages per block
2l

(PB size)

,where l represents the number of times that a block is
split into two smaller equal-sized partial-blocks. l can
take values ranging from 0 to L, where L is the maximum number of times a block can be split. If l is 0, a
block is not split causing the entire-block to be erased.
If l equals to 1, an entire block is split into two partialblocks so that a partial-erase can be performed on either
partial-blocks (PBs). With restricted PB sizes and locations, the number of supported PBs for the chip can only
be 2L+1 − 1. For example, if L is 6 in a chip containing 576 blocks, the number of pages in a PB can take
the following values: 576, 288, 144, 72, 36, 18 and 9
pages. Hence, the possible PBs per block can be 127
(1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + 64 = 26+1 − 1 = 127).
Figure 7c shows our PB indexing scheme. Instead of
indexing a PB in a block with both PB size and location,
we use a single PB-index to identify both the PB size and
location. Thus, a tuple (block-index, PB-index) is used
to identify the unique PB amongst multiple blocks in the
3D NAND flash. For example, PB (426, 2) contains two
smaller PBs, PB (426, 4) and PB (426, 5). In addition,
erasing one bigger PB is less expensive than erasing two
corresponding smaller PBs, since the NAND chip can
only execute one command at a time due to its internal
control circuitry. As a result, the PB size used during GC
highly affects the GC latency.

5
5.1

FTL for Partial-Erase

5.2

The simplest approach to utilize partial-erase operation
in current FTLs is to replace the block-erase directly with
the partial-erase; so, the block size in new system shrinks
to one of the possible PB size, which is fixed and cannot
be dynamically changed. Although this option is feasible, it has two main drawbacks: (1) larger mapping table size and (2) fixed partial-erase granularity. Enlarging

M-Merge for Block-level Mapping

We propose a new GC algorithm, M-Merge, for NFTL.
Figure 10 shows the difference between the baseline
Merge algorithm and our proposed M-Merge algorithm.
Our M-Merge algorithm is based on a sub-operation
called restore. Restore is an operation which is performed on one of the PBs in D-block and its corresponding valid pages in U-block. It is composed of three
stages: (1) valid-page copy from D-block to U-block ,
(2) partial-erase of PB in D-block, and (3) valid-page
copy from U-block to D-block. In the first stage, all the
valid pages in the PB must be copied to the U-block or
other blocks, so that a partial-erase can be performed for
the PB which has only invalid and free pages in the second stage. After the PB is partial-erased, the third stage
copies back the valid pages that belong to this PB from
U-block. The cost of the restore operation is one partialerase and several valid page copies corresponding to this
PB. The cost of the restore operations in Figure 10 can
be calculated as follows:
restore(PB 5) =

None(skipped)

restore(PB 9) =
restore(PB 14) =

5.2.1

Partial Block vs. Smaller Block
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the mapping table size in modern block-level and hybrid
FTLs are costly. For example, in the extreme case, where
L is 6, 26 times of baseline mapping table size is required.
On the other hand, employing a fixed partial-erase granularity can result in sub-optimal performance as:
• A finer fixed partial-erase granularity might necessitate more number of partial-erase operations to reclaim a
large number of invalid pages in the victim block. These
partial-erase overheads can be reduced by fewer coarser
granularity partial-erase operations.
• A coarser fixed partial-erase granularity might result in
more number of valid page copies.
Motivated by this, we introduce our M-merge algorithm which can keep original mapping table size and
dynamically choose the optimal partial-erase granularity.

1 PE + 72 page copies
2 page copies + 1 PE + 72 page copies

M-Merge Examples

In the example shown in Figure 10, assuming that there
are a total of 576 (434 in D-block + 142 in U-block) valid
pages, when a GC is triggered, all these valid pages from
D-block and U-block need to be copied to a free block.
Hence, the cost of a GC merge operation in the baseline
is the cost of copying these 576 pages to a free block
along with the cost of erasing both the D- and U-blocks.
However, our M-Merge algorithm uses two restore suboperations to achieve the same goal.
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D
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U
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D,U=>Victim blocks
Free page
8
5
6

D

72

U

Valid page
Invalid page
D
9 72

M-Merge
D

U

36

36

14

(1) Skipped (5, 6, 8, 15) (2) Restore (PB 9)

27

576
14 72

43

2 pages

D

U

D

432

288

15 72

U

45

(3) Restore (PB 14)

Figure 10: Merge and M-Merge operations.
M-Merge only executes the restore operations on Dblocks, while U-blocks are still block-erased in the end.
We use D-block PB indices (Figure 7c) of 8, 9, 5, 6,
14, and 15 to explain M-merge. Note that the nonoverlapped PBs form a complete block; hence, restoring all the non-overlapped PBs can guarantee that the Ublock is erasable. We arrive at these PB indices by applying our Algorithm 1, which will be discussed shortly. As
can be observed from Figure 10, PBs 8, 5, 6 and 15 have
no invalid pages; so, M-Merge skips those PBs. PBs 9
and 14 contain invalid pages, so two restore operations
need to be performed. PB 9 has only invalid pages, and
hence, the first stage of the restore operation is skipped,
and only the following two stages are executed. Thus, the
corresponding 72 (36 + 36) valid pages in the U-block
are copied back to PB 9. On the other hand, PB 14 has
two valid pages, and as a result, those two pages have to
be copied to the U-block in the first stage, and then the
last two stages can be performed aiming PB 14. Overall,
the total cost of M-Merge is the time taken for copying
72 + 2 + 72 = 146 valid pages, partial-erasing 2 PBs, and
erasing 1 U-block.
Typically, a NAND flash read/write is 10 times faster
than an erase operation [1]. The speedup brought by
our proposed M-Merge operation over the conventional
Merge operation is:4
speedup =

(Merge time)
(576 + 20)
=
= 3.38×.
(M-Merge time) (146 + 20 + 10)

M-Merge with Program Disturbance: We assume
that the previous example executes 4 times; as a result,
PB 9 is restored 4 times by M-merge, which is shown
in Figure 11. As discussed in Section 4.2, the pages adjacent to PB 9 are disturbed when PB 9 is restored. To
prevent the data corruptions caused by the disturbances,
those disturbed pages will be restored by the next subsequent M-Merge operation that disturbs those pages. Note
that the smallest PB has only 9 pages. At time t1, the
PB 9 is restored. Thus, the upper PB (9 pages) and the
lower PB (9 pages) are disturbed, but the data in those
4 The

computation time can be omitted, since the execution time of
NAND flash erase operation is on a millisecond scale.
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two layers are still consistent (not corrupted). At time
t2, although only PB 9 is required to be restored, the disturbed pages (upper and lower PBs) are restored as well,
since the data in these PBs may be corrupted due to this
partial-erase operation. Hence, 9 + 72 + 9 pages are restored. At time t3, only PB 9 is restored, since both upper
and lower PBs are corrected by the previous restore operation at time t2. At time t4, two upper PBs, two lower
PBs and PB 9 are restored to prevent the data corruption.
9

To be disturbed
Valid page
To be erased (PB 9)
To be erased in case
of data corruption

72

D
t1

t2

t3

time

t4

Figure 11: Data corruption prevention.
In summary, M-merge restores the possibly corrupted
boundary pages to prevent the data corruption. Although
this proposal increases the number of copied pages during M-merge, it still outperforms the baseline merge algorithm, which can be observed in Figure 15a.
M-merge wear-leveling: In the example shown in
both Figure 10 and Figure 11, the PBs in the same block
may be under different number of erase operations due
to partial-erase operation. To mitigate wear-unleveling,
the approach in [30] is adopted. To be more specific, a
block can only be M-merged W times before a baseline
Merge, where W is a (preset) wear-leveling parameter.
5.2.2

M-Merge Algorithm

cost[pb] =Min(restore(pb, disturb),
cost[pb ∗ 2] + cost[pb ∗ 2 + 1])

(1)

Our M-Merge algorithm can be accomplished through
various sequences of restores. However, the sequence
that yields the “minimum” cost and preventing data corruption is preferred. To find such sequence, the recursive
relationship in Equation (1) is introduced, which estimates the cost, represented by cost(pb), of using restore
for PB index (pb), comparing it with the total cost incurred for the PB indices (pb ∗ 2) and (pb ∗ 2 + 1). Then,
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the one which offers the minimum cost is chosen. Note
that the restore operation is aware of disturbance, so all
of the valid pages in the PB may be copied out and back
in case of a data corruption, even though the PB has no
invalid pages.
When a GC is triggered, the total cost for M-Merge operation is recursively estimated using Equation (1) starting with the whole block, which is PB 1. The estimated
total cost for M-Merge operation is compared with that
of baseline Merge operation. Based on the relative costs,
the less expensive option is chosen. Note that, our GC
algorithm can switch between Merge and M-Merge operations dynamically based on the relative costs, thus it
is highly adaptive.
Algorithm 1: M-M ERGE P LAN A LGORITHM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input: Dblk: D-block, dis: disturbed pbs in D-block
for pb ← max pb to 1 do
cost[pb] ←RESTORE(Dblk, pb, dis);
trav[pb] ← leaf PB;

// All PBs

for pb ← (max pb/2) to 1 do
// Except the smallest PBs
if cost[pb ∗ 2] + cost[pb ∗ 2 + 1] < cost[pb] then // Equation (1)
cost[pb] ← cost[pb ∗ 2] + cost[pb ∗ 2 + 1];
trav[pb] ← internal PB;

5.3

RstrSeq ← DFS- TRAVERSAL - LEAF -PB(cost, trav, 1);
toCopy ← SUM - OF - COPY(RstrSeq);
return (cost[1], RstrSeq, toCopy)

Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code that determines the
minimum-cost restore sequence to perform M-Merge.
After estimating the cost for M-Merge, the number of
copied pages, which represents the number of pages to
be copied in the first stage of all the restore operations, is
calculated.
Algorithm 2: NFTL M ERGE M ODIFICATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: Dblk, Ublk
dis ← φ ; corrupt ← True;
cost ← MERGE - COST(Dblk);
do
// M-Merge cost
(mcost, RstrSeq, toCopy) ← M-M ERGE - PLAN(Dblk, dis);
corrupt ← DISTURB - UPDATE(Dblk, RstrSeq, dis);
while corrupt 6= True;
f reeu ← FREE - PAGE(Ublk);
if f reeu < toCopy then
(space, pbu ) ← LARGEST- INVALID -PB(Ublk);
mcost += PARTIAL - ERASE - TIME(pbu );
if mcost < cost && toCopy < f reeu + space &&
Dblk.mmerge count < W then
if f reeu < toCopy then
PARTIAL - ERASE (pbu );

15
16
17

// M-Merge

for pb in RstrSeq do
DO - RESTORE (pb);

14

else

// Baseline Merge
MERGE (Dblk);

Algorithm 2 presents the modifications proposed for
the NFTL Merge operation. It initially calculates the
costs for both the Merge and M-Merge operations, and
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then chooses the one with the lower cost. To prevent potential data corruption due to M-merge, Algorithm 2 is
repeatedly called with the updated PBs’ disturbance information. If NFTL decides to execute M-Merge based
on the toCopy pages returned from Algorithm 1, a partial
block in U-block may be erased to ensure that the restore
sequence can be executed successfully.
M-Merge can generate the optimal restore sequence
with minimum cost using Algorithm 1; however, executing the restore sequence is not guaranteed to be optimal due to insufficient free pages in U-block. In Algorithm 2, to provide more free pages for restore operations, we partial-erase the largest PB with all invalid
pages before any restore operations. However, this PB
in U-block may not be the optimal one, since a bigger
PB may be generated during the execution of the restore
sequence, not before it. In addition, the free pages in Dblock and the newly-allocated block can also be used as
temporary free pages. However, looking for these possibilities would take too much compute time. Hence, we
choose the method in Algorithm 2.

M-Merge for Hybrid Mapping

Before describing our modifications to Superblock FTL,
we briefly go over Superblock FTL [21]. In a superblock
implementation, several adjacent logical blocks (say M),
which is the basic unit of address mapping, are grouped
to form a superblock, and each superblock contains several (physical) blocks (say N). The GC of Superblock
FTL also employs the Merge operation at a block granularity. The GC for a superblock can be divided into intraand inter-superblock GC.
Intra-superblock GC is triggered when a superblock
has no free pages. The goal of the intra-superblock GC
is to clear some free blocks for the subsequent write requests. Therefore, only the blocks with the minimum
valid pages are merged by GC, and consequently, the
read/write requests will not be stalled for too long.
Inter-superblock GC is triggered when there is no
available free block in the NAND chip. The goal of the
inter-superblock GC is to compact the victim superblock
to the fewest number of physical blocks, which has only
M physical blocks, so that the other superblocks can allocate available free blocks.
Superblock FTL can apply modifications similar to
NFTL to reduce valid page copies by applying our MMerge algorithm multiple times to physical blocks in a
superblock. However, since the concept of D-block in the
Superblock FTL is the cold data block (not the blocks to
be restored), our modification must choose the D- and Ublocks using by M-Merge amongst the physical blocks
in a superblock. Another important difference between
NFTL and Superblock FTL M-Merge implementations
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Algorithm 3: S UPERBLOCK M ERGE M ODIFICA -

SSD parameters
(Page-read, Page-program, Block-erase)

TION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input: blkset: superblock physical block index set
cost ← SUPERBLOCK - MERGE - COST(blkset);
U-blkset ← BLK - SET- WITH - MIN - VALID - PAGES(blkset, M − N);
D-blkset ← blkset −U-blkset;
mcost ← 0;
for b in D-blkset do
// M-Merge cost
dis ← φ ; corrupt ← True;
do
(mcostb , RstrSeqb ,toCopyb ) ← M - MERGE - PLAN(b, dis);
corrupt ← DISTURB - UPDATE(b, RstrSeq, dis);
while corrupt 6= True;
mcost += mcostb ;

13

if cost < mcost && blkset.mmerge count ≤ W then // Baseline Merge
SUPERBLOCK - MERGE (blkset);

14

else

12

15
16
17
18
19

6.1

Table 1: Characteristics of the evaluated SSD.
trace

for pb in RstrSeqb do
DO - RESTORE (pb);

Evaluation
Experimental Setup

We used the “Flash core cell” model from HSIM [49]
package in Synopsys HSPICE [50] to measure the
partial-erase latency (in milliseconds) for a 3D NAND
flash. Since the partial-erase latencies are governed by
the cell with the slowest erase-rate and not by the number of cells per partial-block, the partial-erase latencies
are only slightly better compared to the block-erase latency. Please refer to Table 1 for the details on the latencies. We used SSDSim [17] to evaluate our proposed Mmerge algorithm for NFTL and Superblock FTL. Various
parameters used in our SSDSim experiments are listed in
Table 1. The read/write and block-level erase access latencies used in our SSDSim simulations are based on our
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(Channels, Chips, Dies, Planes, Blocks, Pages)
(Page Size, Spare area size)
Total SSD capacity
(Over provision, Initial data)
Number of tolerance disturbance
Wear leveling parameters (W )
NFTL parameters
(Victim selection, GC free block threshold)
(Max invalid, 8%)
Superblock FTL parameters
Logical:physical block ratio (M:N)
(4:5), (4:8)
Intra-/Inter-superblock GC threshold
(1 PBMT, 8%)

// M-Merge
for b in D-blkset do
if FREE - PAGE(U-blkset) < toCopyb then
ALLOC - FREE - BLOCK (U-blkset);

is that the restore operation in Section 5.2 assumes the
pages in D-block are in address order. However, they are
out-of-order across the physical blocks in a superblock;
as a result, the cost to perform restores needs to be adjusted accordingly.
Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo-code to determine
whether it is beneficial to execute M-Merge and, if it is,
how to perform M-Merge. The first step of Algorithm 3
is to decide U-blkset – the blocks to be erased. We pick
M −N blocks in the victim superblock with the minimum
number of valid pages as U-blkset, so that the number of
valid pages to be copied is minimal. The second step involves applying Algorithm 1 to all the blocks in D-blkset
and estimating the total cost of M-Merge. The final step
involves deciding whether it is beneficial to perform MMerge or conventional Merge.

6

(PB size (pages), partial-erase time (ms)) (L=6)

(70µs, 900µs, 10ms)
(288, 9.95), (144, 9.79),
(72, 9.62), (36, 9.48),
(18, 9.37), (9, 9.27)
(8, 2, 2, 2, 1888, 576)
(16KB, 1280B)
1TB
(10%, 95%)
1
16

hm 0
prn 0
prn 1
proj 0
proj 1
proj 2
prxy 0
src1 1
src1 2
stg 1
usr 1
usr 2

read
write
read
write
read
write
reqs (in reqs (in
data
data
coverage coverage
millions) millions) (in GBs) (in GBs) (in GBs) (in GBs)
1.417
2.576
9.96
20.47
1.84
1.63
0.602
4.983
13.12
45.96
3.72
12.38
8.464
2.77
181.35
30.78
73.78
11.52
0.527
3.697
8.97
144.26
1.74
1.65
21.143
2.497
750.36
25.57
693.5
9.03
25.642
3.625
1015.9
168.68
409.37
115.13
0.384
12.135
3.04
53.8
0.29
0.7
43.576
2.17
1485.6
30.34
116.69
4.16
0.484
1.424
8.82
44.14
1.55
0.65
1.4
0.796
79.52
5.98
79.42
0.39
41.426
3.858
2079.2
56.12
651.16
24.56
8.575
1.995
415.28
26.46
377.8
10.02

Table 2: Important characteristics of our workloads.

empirical evaluations of the real 3D NAND chips. The
12 evaluated I/O workloads, whose characteristics are
shown in Table 2, are from the revised SNIA traces [37].
We use the following five metrics for our evaluations:
(a) average write latency, (b) throughput, (c) write
amplification, (d) AEP, and (e) VEP. AEP and VEP are
the average and variance number of erase operations per
page, respectively. Those two metrics track the number
of erase operations at a finer granularity, page, unlike the
coarse block granularity in the baseline. This is because,
due to the partial-erase, the different pages in the same
block can experience a different number of erases.

6.2

Experimental Results

6.2.1

Block-Level FTL

Performance: Figure 12b shows the improvement in
read/write throughput (IOPS) for our proposed PEN system (using partial-erase) over the baseline system (using
block-erase only) for NFTL. Note that NFTL maintains
the mapping at a unit of a block instead of a page; so,
the GC trigger frequency is relevant not only to the ratio of the written data and the SSD capacity, but also to
the page utilization of blocks; hence, a small amount of
written data may trigger a large number of block merges.
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Figure 12: Performance improvements in the case of NFTL.
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Figure 13: Write amplification, AEP, and VEP improvements in the case of NFTL.
For example, although workload prn 1 only comprises
of 30.78GB of written data, over 140,000 block merges
are performed. Since M-merge can significantly reduce
block merge overhead, the performance of the workloads
with frequent block merge operations can be highly improved. On average, IOPS is improved by 1.43x over the
baseline system in NFTL.
Figure 12a plots the write access latencies for our PEN
system, normalized to the baseline system. The magnitude of improvement in the IOPS and write latencies is
a function of the workload characteristics. For example, workloads like proj 1, usr 1, and prn 1, which have
relatively high amounts of coverage (unique data), experience very high improvements. This is because, as the
coverage in these workloads is very high, a majority of
the U-blocks are already paired with a D-block resulting
in an outage of free U-blocks. When a write is incurred
to a page in an unpaired D-block, a block merge is triggered to reclaim a free U-block that can be paired with
this D-block. Hence, for these workloads, the number of
triggered block merges is very high, with each merge operation lasting several hundreds of milliseconds, owing
to the increased number of valid page copies in the baseline. Since our M-Merge algorithm reduces the number
of valid pages to be copied, our PEN system yields significant improvements in I/O throughput.
Write amplification: Figure 13a shows how our
partial-erase enabled PEN system compared to the baseline system in terms of write-amplification. The writeamplification is reduced, on average, by 2.67x, compared
to the baseline.
AEP and VEP: Figures 13b and 13c show the AEP
and VEP, respectively. AEP improvements stem from
the fewer erased pages during M-Merge, thanks to the
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partial-erase. On the contrary, VEP improvements result
from the wear-leveling technique [30], the detailed sensitivity results of which can be found in Figure 14c.
GFTL comparison: Figure 12c plots the write latencies for the baseline and GFTL [9], normalized to our
proposed PEN system. Note that GFTL is one kind of
partial GC algorithm, which needs to reserve extreme
long time for the block merge overhead to guarantee the
constant request response time in the “Big Block”. The
figure shows that the GC algorithms designed for 2D
NAND cannot directly be applied to the 3D NAND.
Sensitivity Results: Figure 14a plots the write latencies for our PEN system for different possible PB sizes
(governed by L). As the possible number of PB sizes increases, PEN performs better, since a smaller PB reduces
the copied valid pages in a PB during a block merge, ultimately reducing the overall block merge overheads.
Figures 14b and 14c plot the performance and reliability impact of the wear-leveling parameter, W , which
is defined as the number of M-merge operations that can
be performed on a block since the last baseline Merge
for the block. A higher W value can provide better
performance; but, it can also cause the severe skewness on erase count per page, which can be observed
for prn 1, proj 0, and prxy 0 workload. A lower W
value addresses the unevenness issue; but, it reduces the
magnitude of performance improvement. As can be observed, W value 16 results in optimal performance and
reliability. Figure 15a shows the write latency with and
without considering the boundary program disturbance
by the partial-erase operation. Our program-disturbance
aware M-merge slightly increases the average write latency even under the most severe scenario where the
NAND cells can only tolerate one partial-erase from the
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Figure 15: Other aspects in the case of NFTL.
neighbor cells.
Variation of write latency over time: Figure 15b
plots the write access latencies incurred by various I/O
requests as they are processed in one of our workloads
(proj 1). This graph clearly demonstrates that almost all
the I/O write requests5 experience reduced write access
latency as they do not incur long stall times in the I/O
Queue in our PEN system, unlike the baseline. As a result, we observe improvements in throughput.
Comparison with partial block erase (PBE) in [11]:
Figure 15c compares PBE and PEN system. PBE enables the partial-erase by employing additional erase circuits between partial-blocks. Such implementation can
mitigate the program-disturbance problem, but reduces
the total available capacity. The detailed hardware and
FTL modifications are not provided; as a result, we modeled the PBE system as a reduced capacity PEN system
without program disturbance. The effect of loss in capacity by PBE can be observed in the reduced capacity
change in the step from 0% to 16.5%. As a result, it
incurs more GCs, and thus, PBE increases write amplification by 88% compared to PEN.

(with respect to the baseline) write and read latencies for
the two configurations mentioned before. Workloads like
proj 1 and usr 1 experience improved read/write latencies and enhanced throughput, due to the same reason
explained in Section 6.2.1. In contrast, other workloads,
especially hm 0 and stg 1, incur fewer inter-superblock
GC; however, they incur more frequent intra-superblock
GCs. Since the intra-superblock GC algorithm chooses
the block in the superblock with the minimum number
of valid pages as the victim block, not many valid pages
need to be copied in the baseline. Hence, the avenues
to improve the access latencies in PEN are minimized.
Therefore, the cases in which PEN can outperform the
intra-superblock GC are when the number of (physical)
blocks is close to the number of logical blocks. Note
that only prn 1 workload shows performance degradation in the baseline with more physical blocks, since
the GC operations in the latter case are dominated by
inter-superblock GC. Our PEN also reduces the writeamplification, AEP and VEP (Figures 17a, 17b, and 17c).

7
6.2.2

Hybrid FTL

We now quantify the benefits of PEN over the baseline intra-/inter-superblock GC for Superblock FTL. We
present the results for two different configurations, where
the first one uses 4 logical blocks and 5 (physical) blocks,
while the second one uses 4 logical blocks and 8 (physical) blocks. Figures 16a and 16b plot the normalized
5 We

saw similar results in other workloads as well; but, we could
not present them due to space constraints.
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Related Work

Partial-Erase proposals: Partial-Erase operation has
been proposed [28] for 2D NAND flash, however, it
did not pave way in to the actual products as it did not
improve performance or reliability for 2D NAND flash.
This is because the “Big block” problem is not as severe
in 2D NAND compared to 3D NAND flash.
Partial-Erase operations for 3D NAND have recently
been proposed in [11, 14]. However, due to the implementation diversity of 3D NAND, there are multiple ap-
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Figure 17: Write amplification, AEP, and VEP improvements in the case of Superblock FTL. (BSL=Baseline)
proaches to enable such an operation. Partial block erase
(PBE) [11] is discussed and compared against PEN in
Section 6.2.1. Another implementation, subblock management [14] only allows three subblocks (two kinds of
PB sizes) in a block. Such an implementation cannot provide any significant performance improvement, which
can be observed in Figure 14a.
Besides the hardware-based partial-erase proposals,
there also exist software-based proposals. Kim [30] proposes the strategy to address the wear-leveling problem
caused by the partial-erase operation. Subblock erase [8]
proposes a page-level FTL modification for the partialerase operation in [11] to alleviate the “Big Block”
problem. However, this proposal assumes that multiple partial-erase operations can be executed simultaneously, which necessitates non-trivial modifications to the
underlying peripheral circuit components of the current
NAND chips. In comparison, our PEN necessitates modest changes to the current peripheral circuitry. More importantly, the approach in [8] is only applicable to pagelevel FTL, which, as discussed before in Section 2.2.1,
will become impractical in 3D NAND. In comparison,
our approach focuses on the basic building block of GC,
that is, the merge operation.
Partial GC proposals: We now compare our proposal
to the “partial GC” research [7, 9, 23, 25] , conducted in
the context of 2D NAND flash. Chang et al. [7] and
Choudhari et al. [9] proposed periodic partial GC operations for real-time systems so that they provide minimal performance guarantees. GFTL [9] is discussed and
compared in Section 6.2.1 and Figure 12c, respectively.
AGCDGC and HIOS [23, 25] divide and distribute GC
into more free-time slots, considering the address map-
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ping and I/O request queue information, so that an SSD
can have a more stable performance. Since these partial
GC algorithms require additional knowledge to estimate
free-time slots, they are FTL-specific and are not generic
unlike our proposal. In addition, these partial GC algorithms still use coarse “block-level” erase operations, resulting in unnecessary valid pages copies during a GC
operation, unlike our PEN.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose and evaluate a novel partialerase based PEN architecture in emerging 3D NAND
flashes, which minimizes the number of valid pages
copied during a GC operation. To show the effectiveness
of our proposed partial-erase operation, we introduce our
M-Merge algorithm that employs our partial-erase operation for NFTL and Superblock FTL. Our extensive experimental evaluations show that the average write latency
under the proposed PEN system is reduced by 44.3% –
47.9%, compared to the baseline.
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